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To win money On-line is just one of the many rewards that the gambler 

can obtain in the Internet.

• Social status

•Fantasy 

•Role play



No external controls 

Anonymity and privacy

Free information and free instruction

Obtain knowledge of the classification of the players

Traced record of personal gambling available





On-line gambling is a new form of an old pathology. It implies different 
variables derivates from the interaction between the human, the new 
technologies and the cyberspace where the gambling takes place.

On-line gambling addiction should be diagnosed according to the grade of  
negative consequences that it have in the life of the gambler.  



Gambling in the Internet does not exclude consumption of substances.

Chats application are considered one of the most addictive application on the 
Internet, which make social gamblers more vulnerable than in traditional gambling

It easy to hide excessive gambling through the anonymity, the privacy and the 
autonomy.



It cannot be expected that the gambler stops using Internet. The access should be     
controlled not forbidden.

On-line gambling can be more dangerous than off-line gambling.

The possibility of substitution of social off-line relationships for on-line 
relationships. 



When gambling problems started 

The experience level of the gambler 

Quantity and frequency of time spent gambling

The environment in which the gambler started playing

Usage of other Internet-entertainment
applications.

Physical symptoms derived from computer
manipulations.



Usage of different identities. 

Display of aggressive on-line behaviors

Socialization with other players 

Perception of the off-line world 

Which primary and secondary necessities are satisfied 
trough the gambling





It is very important to learn how the gambler perceives the different 
aspects  of the Internet and to know which phenomenon happened in the          
virtual gambling communities.

Observe the computer habits, especially of young people belonging to 
the Net-Generation.

Formulate and reformulate formulas to be able to prevent OGA

We can be judging the present time in an incorrect way because we 
appreciate it through a substantially old logic, and what is abnormal 
today can become normal tomorrow.



“The advances of the technology face the 

subjective side of the human soul” –A.O-

THANK YOU



Installation of cookies and ad-ware

Association to separate money-managing companies  and rapid rewards

Offerings of soft wares that make the games more realistic

Offering tactics, and chats with famous gamers.

Free games, surprises, and bonuses, e.g. for inviting friends.

The employment of evocative icons and symbols



Young age

Strong attraction to fantasy

Asocial and shy behavior

Poor self esteem

The experience of having been rejected 
from casinos off-line, e.g. 

due to genus or other …

Easy to be influenced

Individuals with handicaps problems   

Loneliness

Poor management of frustration 

Problems with impulse –control

Abuse of substances

Border line personality

Compulsive obsessive traits

Social phobias

Bipolar disorders

Hyperactivity disorder


